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The 3.2 giga-pixel LSST camera will produce over half a petabyte
of raw images every month. This data needs to be reduced in under
a minute to produce real-time transient alerts, and then cataloged
and indexed to allow efficient access and simplify further analysis.
The indexed catalogs alone are expected to grow at a speed of about
600 terabytes per year.
The sheer volume of data, the real-time transient alerting
requirements of the LSST, and its spatio-temporal aspects require
cutting-edge techniques to build an efficient data access system at
reasonable cost. As currently envisioned, the system will rely on
a database for catalogs and metadata. Several database systems are
being evaluated to understand how they will scale and perform at
these data volumes in anticipated LSST access patterns.
This paper describes the LSST requirements, the challenges they
impose, the data access philosophy, and the database architecture
that is expected to be adopted in order to meet the data challenges.
